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ABSTRACT. The volume fraction effect of  carbon fiber in an epoxy matrix in the 
vicinity of  the notch on the traction and torsion behavior were studied. This volume 
fraction which increases with the reduction of the thickness is a parameter which 
proved effective on the capacity of resistance. The calculations are done with the 
numerical code ABAQUS 2009 [1]. using the model Hashin with shell elements of  the 
structure. The objective of  this study is to simulate the damage of stratified composite 
materials, the effect of several parameters such as the stacking sequence and the 
increase of the thickness of the folds having the same orientation of the structure, 
were evaluated and presented by load-displacement curves. The results obtained from 
the study illustrate the variation of damage as a function of these effects which act 
simultaneously and which also show that these modifications have a higher absorption 
capacity than that without modifications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
he use of  composite materials has been increasing since their appearance. This use is justified by many advantages, 
the most remarkable is the relationship between resistance and weight saving. Composite materials are an 
important research area (report 1989) [2], from which many researchers are attracted by the study of  their damage 
[3]. This gives them special importance for the design, production, certification and monitoring of  a growing variety of  
structures. 
In laminates there is a diversity in the mechanisms of  damage produced by several parameters. These parameters are 
probably affected by the presence of  the notch which causes an imbalance of  the resistance around their zones. Studies 
have been conducted by researchers to better characterize this phenomenon. Lu studied the phenomenon of  
concentration and distribution of  stresses around a hole [4]. Subsequently, analytical solutions have been progressively 
developed by researchers for increasingly complex geometries. Madani [5] have greatly contributed to the knowledge and 
development of  this field by performing a systematic analysis of  the main geometries and shapes. 
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Several researchers have studied the effect of  the stacking sequence on the behavior of  composite structures such as 
Mokhtari [6] and the use of  stratified composite with change in ply thicknesses Mokhtari [7]. These techniques have been 
expanded by the use of  strengthening or repair patch by Ait Kaci [8]and Benzaama [9]. 
In the damage the models are implemented on formulations of  solid type Donado [10], and more often of  the shell type, 
these two-dimensional elements Peter Linde [11] with a geometrically zero thickness are used for problems of  thickness 
and displacement more or they can greatly reduce the calculation time Elangovan [12].But in the case where the shear 
deformation occurs in structures with a larger thickness, we must opt for the use of  solid elements which give results that 
can't be obtained by shell elements Yong Guo [13]. on which rests a good accuracy. 
The Hashin criterion Barberon [14] seen improvements in its prediction ability through the quadratic interaction criterion 
between the different tractions; that of  the fiber and the matrix acting on the plane of  damage until the introduction of  
the criteria which distinguish between the tension and the compression of  fiber and the matrix, and this by using a 
quadratic interaction between stress invariants. According to the researchers, the latter is not always appropriate in the case 
of  matrix or fiber compression, and which does not take into account the effects of  shear in the plane which significantly 
reduces the compressive strength of  a composite layer. This prompted several researchers to propose modifications to the 
Hashin criteria in order to improve their predictive abilities Carlos [15]. We use this Hashin damage criterion for 
unidirectional fiber composites: This is a criterion that interacts with more than one stress component to evaluate 
different fracture modes. This criterion was originally developed for unidirectional polymer composites, and other types 
of  non-polymeric laminates. Failure indices for the Hashin criteria are related to fiber and die failures and involve four 
failure modes. The maximum stress criteria are used for the transverse normal stress component that respond to three-
dimensional problems. 
Notches are inevitable in the design of  structures. This is the problematic of  our work because are the areas where the 
initiation and the propagation of  the cracks will take place. This approach, which can practically be difficult to achieve, is 
approved by the numerical results and can also be a solution to other problems in composite structures. The originality of  
our work is the improvement of  the resistance of  a composite structure notched by modifications both geometric and 
others whose parameters of  the material in use is the criterion of  Haschin. This objective will take place if  the 
architecture parameters of  the composite are optimized because the competition between the reduction of  thickness and 
the increase of  the volume fraction of  the fibers amply show results which are highly evaluative by their parameters. 
 
 
HASHING CRITERIA AND INPUT PARAMETER 
 
he growth prediction and the damage trajectory are implemented by an intra-laminar damage criterion that is 
implemented in the standard Abaqus calculation code [16]. 
The input data for the Hashin criteria given in the tables are longitudinal tensile and compressive strengths, 
transverse tensile and compressive strengths, and longitudinal and transverse shear strengths. All resistance values are 
assumed to be positive Sokolinsky [17]. In this criterion of  damage there is no inter-laminar propagation path, no 
separation or existence of  the interface but the damage is continuous in the structure by degradation of  rigidity or by 
removal of  the elements of  the structure. 
Several modes of  damage can occur such as the breaking of  the fiber and that of  the matrix in tension and in 
compression. In most of  cases these modes occur simultaneously, hence the importance of  opting for the Hashin 
criterion which introduces six criteria for initiation of  tension and compression damage for fiber and matrix and at the 
interface level. This is to predict the multimodal phenomenon of  composite damage. The Hashin criteria used are 
quadratic, not because of  their mechanical behavior may be the fit of  the curve Pederson [18]. These criteria of  damage 
have the following general forms: 
 
1. Tensile fiber failure for σ11 ≥ 0
2 2 2
12 1311
2
12
1 failure    
1 no failureTX S
               (1) 
 
2. Compressive fiber failure for σ11 < 0
2
11 1 failure    
1 no failureCX
             
(2) 
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3. Tensile matrix failure for σ22 + σ33 > 0   13
2 2 22
1222 33 23 22 33
2 2 2
23 12
1 failure    
1 no failureTY S S
             
(3) 
 
4. Compressive matrix failure for  
σ22 + σ33 < 0   13
2 2 2 22
1222 3322 33 23 22 33
2 2 2
23 23 23 12
1 failure    
1
1 no failure2 4
C
C
Y
S Y S S S
                              
 (4) 
 
5. Interlaminar tensile failure for σ33 > 0
2
33 1 failure    
1 no failureTZ
             (5) 
 
6. Interlaminar compression failure for σ33 < 0
2
33 1 failure    
1 no failureCZ
            (6) 
 
The numerical prediction presents reliable simulations not only in the sense of  the geometry of  the numerical model 
which has been realized by a unique structure in shell elements but also with the criterion of  damage related to this region. 
In other words, no interface between the folds or between the fibers and the matrix. Add to this that our search result was 
in the overall response of  the structure under loading and its failure load. So the numerical computation parameters were 
in agreement with the convergence of  computation, which allows us moreover to go to the evaluation of  several 
geometrical parameters hardly supported by numerical computations. The parameters introduced in the ABAQUS 
calculation code are: 
 
                                             ** MATERIALS 
                                             *Material, name=Material-1 
                                             *Damage Initiation, criterion=HASHIN 
                                             2050.,1200.,  62., 190.,  81.,  81. 
                                             *Damage Evolution, type=ENERGY 
                                             45., 45., 0.6, 0.6 
                                             *Damage Stabilization 
                                             0.003,0.003,0.003,0.003 
                                             *Elastic, type=ENGINEERING CONSTANTS 
                                             170000.,9000.,9000., 0.34, 0.34, 0.34,4800.,4800.4500., 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
 
he geometric finite element model is shown in Figure 1. Material and strength properties for the composite patch 
material (carbon / epoxy) are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
The laminated carbon / epoxy composite sheet having the following dimensions: Height H = 140 mm, width w = 
50 mm, thickness e = 2 mm. A single circular shape with only one dimension of  the notch is taken for each stacking 
sequence. These plates are subjected to an imposed displacement, equal to 2 mm. The modification is positioned around 
the notch to reinforce and reduce the tension of  the damaged area in the course of  loading (figure 1). The dimensions of  
the thicknesses of  this modification are according to the volume fraction of  fiber and which are as follows: 0.25 mm for a 
fraction of  50%, 0.2 mm for a fraction of  70% and 0.125 mm for a fraction of  90%. 
In the tensile behavior, the fixing and loading conditions consist in fixing the structure at one edge in the vertical and 
longitudinal direction and a traction displacement on the opposite edge, the same thing in the torsional behavior except 
that the loading is in rotation around the center of  the plate. In the case where both types of  loading are applied, traction 
and rotation must be in the same direction. 
 
T 
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The elastic and carbon resistance properties of  the epoxy are chosen from the library of  the CADEC [19] which 
determines, according to the volume fraction, the properties of  the carbon / epoxy composite, and which allows us to 
calculate the resistance parameters by changing the thickness.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Geometrical modification of  the composite plate 
 
 
E1 = 170000MPa ν12 = 0.342 G12 = 4800MPa XT =2050 YT=62 
E2 = 9000MPa ν13 = 0.342 G13 = 4800MPa XC=1200 YC=190 
E3 = 9000MPa ν23 = 0.342 G23 = 4500MPa SL =81 ST=81 
 
Table 1: For a 65% fraction and 0.25mm thickness [20]. 
 
E1 = 195000MPa ν12 = 0.32 G12 = 8167MPa XT = 2500 YT=74 
E2 = 13450MPa ν13 = 0.32 G13 = 8167MPa XC= 1500 YC=224 
E3 = 13450MPa ν23 = 0.32 G23 =  7137MPa SL =90 ST=90 
 
Table 2:  For a 75% fraction and a 0.2mm thickness. 
 
E1 = 221500MPa ν12 = 0.31 G12 = 13540MPa XT =  3000 YT=82 
E2 = 21670MPa ν13 = 0.31 G13 = 13540MPa XC=  2200 YC=236 
E3 = 21670MPa ν23 = 0.31 G23 = 11790MPa SL = 97 ST=97 
 
Table 3:For a fraction of  85% and thickness of  0.125mm. 
 
E: Young’s modulus, ν: Poisson’s ratio, G: shear modulus 
XT: Longitudinal tensile strength,  XC: Longitudinal compressive strength, YT: Transverse tensile strength YC: Transverse 
compressive strength,  SL: Longitudinal shear strength,  ST: Transverse shear strength 
 
Different ply orientations of  the composite adherent are considered in this study to investigate their effect on the failure 
load. The value of  θ (orientation angle) is taken from the longitudinal direction of  the structure (x-axis) and varied from 
0◦ to 90◦ (Table 1,2,3) with step of  15◦. Then, in the second case, some modifications were introduced and presented in 
Fig.8. All layers have the same matrix (epoxy) and the same fiber materials (carbon). 
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 1 2 3 4 5 
Plies sequences (0)s (0/-15/15/90)s (0/-30/30/90)s (0/-45/45/90)s (0/-60/60/60/90)s
 
Table 4: The sequences of  the plies used. 
 
The different configurations of  the architecture composite structures are proposed to evaluate the behavior of  their 
damaged. First, we used a structure plate with the same thickness and natureof  fiber but the thickness of  the layers 
changes around the notch simultaneously with different other parameters and with different orientations (Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 2: The Stacking sequence of  composite used. 
 
For the configuration n°1 of  the laminate, the thickness of  all layers is identical of  each layer and equal to 0.25 mm (Fig. 
1).  For the configuration n°2 and n°3, the thicknesses of  the several layers of  the laminate are not identical; we can found 
two models ; when the thickness increase progressively  around the notch  from 0.125mm to 0.25mm going through 0.20 
mm (Fig. 3), we call it configuration n°2 and when the thickness is decrease  around the notch from 0.25mm to 0.125mm 
going through 0.20 mm (fig.3), we call it configuration n°3. 
 
                                                                         Figure 3: Detail of  the mesh of  each Area. 
 
In this analysis, the mesh of  the structure is refined around the area of  the notch in order to accurately capture the area of  
damage. To simulate the damage in the plate, the linear behavior of  the composite was presented using S4R shell elements 
(zero thickness) or the thickness of  the structure was introduced into the properties of  the composite. The number of  
elements is 13428 elements. The Hashin criterion is implemented in the structure studied, and for each modification of  
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the properties of  the structure, the same number of  elements is used. Figure 3 shows a detail of  the mesh used for the 
calculations. 
 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
enerally in structures, the geometric discontinuity such as the notch, has a weakness that quickly promotes their 
damage. These structures do not only undergo traction, which is the most dangerous solicitation, but also other 
loads that can undoubtedly accelerate their failure. During loading, the participants (stacking sequence / hybrid 
/ geometric modification) play a determining role in the values of  the resistance and the structural reaction to loading, are 
the parameters that have been evaluated in this work.  
It is by design that these cuts impose their existence in the structures, where often their damage will begin. From this 
problem, it is essential to look for a solution that takes the objective of  reinforcement in order to delay the damage. 
Referring to the work of  Benzaama[9].where the shape and size of  the notch has been widely studied. 
In this study, only the reinforcement with the circular shape around the circular notch is limited by evaluating only the 
competition effect between the reduction of  the thickness and the increase of  the fiber volume fraction. 
 
Figure 4: Geometrical modification around the notch. 
 
 
Figure 5: Load displacement curve under tension loading. 
 
We made two changes: first when the thickness decreases and second when the thickness increases. The continuity of  the 
fibers in the zones modified by a change of  volume fraction and effectively of  the thickness is ensured numerically by a 
change in the properties of  rigidity and fracture of  the composite if  not, the calculation will take a discontinuity of  the 
G 
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fibers. The use of  the Computer Aided Design Environment for Composites (CADEC 2014) will allow us in advantage to 
have the stiffness properties as well as the strength of  the composite when loading at the notch. 
 
Effect of loading type and geometric modifications on the behavior damage of the laminate plate notching 
 
Often researchers are interested in structures that are subjected to loadings only in traction to determine their behavior. 
What is new in this part of  the work is to add, not only another rarely studied behavior, but also to associate these two 
types of  loading traction with rotation and likewise to make a comparison between these different types of  loading in 
order to have a prediction of  the damage of  a notched laminate structure. 
First, each geometric model takes are evolution to the predicted damage that is presented by the load-displacement curves, 
these geometric models are: 
- simple model without modification, we took it as a witness in order to compare it with the other models those of  
renamed modifications 1 and 2. 
- for modification 1; we increased the thickness with the decrease in the volume fraction near the notch to keep the 
fiber continuity numerically. 
- for modification 2; it is the opposite of  the modification 1, we decreased the thickness and increased the volume 
fraction in the vicinity of  the notch. 
The proposition of  these geometric shapes with the simple form allows us to better compare and better understand how 
the damage occurs in nonlinear (geometric and property) situations. 
Figure 5 shows the reaction of  the structure to the imposed loading type traction and with circular notch. It can be seen 
that the effect of  the proposed geometries is directly proportional to the strength of  the structure; for geometric 
modification 1 where we have a reduction of  the thickness at the notch which has a reduction which remains very small, 
the change of  the load response of  the structure appears beyond a displacement of  0.2mm. Modification 2 presents a 
whole change in the response to loading and subsequently in its resistance levels; less resistance more elongation in the 
structure. 
 
                                                                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) 
       a) 
 
Figure 6:(a) Load displacement curve under torsion loading; (b) Load displacement curve under mixed loading. 
 
In the Figure 6-a, the proposed reinforcements not only increase the rigidity of  the structure but also the resistance to 
damage. The proposed reinforcing capacity and in particular the modification 2 does not have any advantage in the 
resistance to damage. While the modification 1 is more resistant if  and only if, the size of  modification widens or is 
optimized, the same remarksare noted in the two types of  loading applied; traction and torsion. On the other hand, what 
is different in the results is that the response to the loading for the behavior in torsion and purely linear with the fast 
damage. 
Figure 6-b shows the mixed stress of  the notched plate: traction and rotation with the same pitch not to favor one over 
the other. It is also noted that the capacity of  reinforcement by the proposed modifications on the structural resistance is 
conditioned much more by the type of  loading than by the geometrical modifications. 
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Effect of stacking sequence and composite hybrid of the plate notched on the behavior damage : 
In this part of  the study we are interested in the stacking effect of  the structure itself  and the change of  nature of  the 
fiber in some folds of  laminates as a determining parameter that can give more resistance to the damage of  the structure 
notched. The load transfer in the structure around the notch is ensured by its rigidity which is ensured by the orientation 
of  the fibers and thus the objective is to evaluate the value of  the breaking load by the modification of  the stiffness of  the 
composite (stacking sequence). 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                  0°                                                   60° 
 
(a) 
                                                                                                                                                                                      0°                                                   60° 
 
(b) 
                                                                                                                                                                                0°                                        60° 
 
(c) 
Figure 7:(a) Load displacement curve under tension loading of  simple geometry;(b) Load displacement curve under tension loading of   
modification1;(c) Load displacement curve under tension loading of  modification 2. 
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These figures7-a-b-c show the effect of  stacking on the resistance of  these geometrically modified plates at the notch 
under the traction load. The catches are presented for each case and only for the damage of  the fibers in tension which 
are responsible for the overall damage of  the structure. For all cases of  modification, we notice a linear behavior until the 
damage. For the simple geometry with the stacking effect we notice different values in the damage force as in the 
displacement at break. These stacks significantly improve the overall strength throughout the structure and particularly at 
the notch relative to the 0 and l orientation stacks. The stacks of  15 and 30 are more resistant than those of  45 and 
60,which remain remarkable for the geometry of  the first modification 1 with a different magnitude, except for the 
second modification which largely favors the stacking effect of  all fiber orientation angles. In the end, we can see that with 
the geometric modifications and its optimized stacks we can obtain a higher resistance than the structures without 
modification. 
 
 
Figure 8: Reinforcement of  the thickness of  some layers (the modifications are symmetric in the other side). 
 
In this part of  our study, we modified the mechanical properties of  different layers by choosing a hybrid composite as 
shown in the following stacking sequences: 
 (0/-30/30/90)s 
(0R/-30/30/90)s 
(0/-30R/30R/90)s 
(0/-30/30/90R)s 
where R stays for the reinforced thickness of  layers in the composite.  
We change only the thickness of  two layers which have the same fiber orientations for the three stacking sequences of  
structure (Fig. 8). Hence, we get 8 plies of  composite.  
 
 
 (a)                                                                                                         (b) 
 
Figure 9: (a) Load displacement curve under tension loading of hybrid mod1. (b) Load displacement curve under tension loading of 
hybrid mod2. 
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In figure 9, force / displacement curves for structures with modification 1 and 2 have been presented with the stacks 
which each have a high optimized resistance (15° and 60°). Subsequently, the thickness of  the folds, which have the same 
fiber orientations for each case, has been reinforced as an evaluative parameter, which makes it possible to have their 
effects on the resistance of  the structure. Note that for the two curves, the reinforcement 0° and 90° folds have significant 
values than other angles except those without modification. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
his work has demonstrated the effectiveness of  a 2D numerical approach with the use of  Hashin criterion of  
damage and with shell elements in laminated composite structures notches. It is also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of  the reinforcement by geometric modifications that summarize our objective. 
• The use of  the Hashin criterion gives the advantage of  analyzing the damage of  composite structures with complex 
geometries. 
•The geometrical propositions studied can be accompanied by several parameters that make them more useful in the 
resistance of  notched composite structures. 
• The value of  the failure load is influenced by the type of  the load applied and impalement sequence.  
•The introduced changes present a change in the response of  the structure to the changes. 
• The carbon/epoxy composite absorbs better the stress than the aramid/epoxy and therefore a reduction in the value 
of  load is observed.  
•The damage value and the propagation path follow the orientation of  the fibers in the stress concentration zone. 
• The rack birth and its propagation depend directly on the fiber orientation at of  the notch tip. 
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